GEODIS in Taiwan

GEODIS Taiwan is a true growth partner to its clients offering end-to-end solutions based on its knowhow, its infrastructure, processes and information systems that ensure operational excellence and the best service quality.

Our Activities

Our activities serve the needs along the entire supply chain. Complemented by a global accounts approach, managed at corporate levels across activities and geographies.

Air and Ocean Freight

As a Freight Forwarder, GEODIS offers a wide variety of Air & Ocean Freight solutions for all types of national and international freight shipments. Perhaps your needs are simple.

Contract Logistics

GEODIS is one of the world’s leading logistics providers, with over 300 platforms and 6,500,000 square meters of warehousing space around the globe.

Project Logistics

Innovation is one of GEODIS’ key values. This value is especially important when it comes to Project Logistics – each complex and challenging project comes with its own set of unique requirements.

Supply Chain Optimization

SCO’s mission is to create new value for customers from their logistics activities. At a time when 80% of large companies have visibility over just 20% of their supply chain spend, our expertise helps customers improve their efficiency, profitability and own customer satisfaction.

Customs

Increasing globalization also means an increase in the international exchange of goods. GEODIS’ core and value-added customs brokerage services can support your company’s global growth.
Our Verticals

We design solutions that are industry-specific and that help you gain the competitive edge in your market.
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INTELLIGENT REAL-TIME INFORMATION SYSTEM

Dashboard
Customize your overview - prioritize shipments, search via your own reference and attain shipment statistics

Alert Management
Configure your personal account, to assign notifications and generate email alerts at points you consider to be important

Shipment Booking
Book all your shipments with GEODIS in minutes online using preset templates

All in one Freight Management Application connected through our entire network of offices and agents. It supports all transport modes as well as providing end-to-end visibility based on live information.

Customer Support
Connecting your world with ours 24/7, 365 days a year to the entire network of GEODIS Freight Forwarding offices

Supply Chain Management
Capture control of your product from origin source to final destination - utilize your own order reference or part attribute to scale inventory both in transit and at a point location

Monitoring
Detailed information over all modes - drill down into routing detail, locate your documents, visualize the transit from port to port

Our Locations

GEODIS | Freight Forwarding
12F, No.70, Section 3, Nanjing East Road
10489 Zhongshan District
Taipei City Taiwan

Our Certifications


Contact your local GEODIS representative for further information

www.geodis.com